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The free monoid generated by two letters is a poset for the relation “u is a 
subword of v.” Two bijections between permutations and maximal chains starting 
from the empty word, involving the classical up-down sequence and the so-called 
odd-even height sequence, are given. For arbitrary alphabet, symmetric 
polynomials in s variables appear, generalizing the Eulerian polynomials and 
refining polynomials studied by Carlitz, Gessel, Riordan. and Stanley. The skew- 
hook property of Foulkes is extended. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a finite non-empty set called alphabet, and X* be the free monoid 
generated by X, i.e., the set of words with letters from X, together with .the 
associative operation “product” or “concatenation” of words. The empty 
word is denoted by A and the set { 1,2,..., n} by [n]. 
A word v E X* is said to be a subword of w  E X* if one can write 
and 
w = x,x2 a** x,, xj E x 
(1) 
v=xi,xi* “‘Xi for some B {il < i, < ... < iP} C [n]. 
The free monoid X* is a partially ordered set (or poset, for short) under 
the relation “U is a subword of w,” which we denote by v < w. The empty 
word A is the smallest element. The poset X* is graded, with rank function 
p(w) = 1 WI (length of w). 
In the case where (Xl = 2, a remarkable property of this poset is that the 
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number of maximal chains of length n - 1, starting from the empty word A, 
is equal to n!. In fact, we give two bijections with permutations below. 
The first one shows that the number of maximal chains joining A to w is 
the number of permutations having w as up-down sequence. Recall that the 
up-down sequence of the permutation c = a(l) ... a(n) is the word w E X* 
of length n - 1 defined by the condition 
w=x,x2...xn-, with xi=r if a(i) < a(i + I), 
xi = d if u(i) > a(i + 1). (2) 
The number p(w) of permutations with prescribed up-down sequence w is 
well known and solved by different formulas: MacMahon ] 181 (rediscovered 
by Niven [ 19]), Carlitz [3], Foulkes [9], and Viennot 1241. This gives a very 
simple way to tabulate the numbers p(w), w E X*. 
A second and simpler bijection is given in Section 3 and involves the 
“odd-even height sequences” introduced by Viennot 1251 and related to a 
combinatorial interpretation of elliptic Jacobi functions. 
The second bijection is easily generalized for an alphabet X of arbitrary 
cardinality q, and involves symmetric polynomials in q variables. These 
polynomials contain some polynomials (in one variable) introduced by 
Carlitz [2,4] and Riordan [20] (corresponding to q = 3), and by Gessel and 
Stanley [ 151 for any q. The last two authors also gave [ 151 a combinatorial 
interpretation of these (one variable) polynomials (see also [ 141). A property 
of Foulkes [lo] involving Eulerian polynomials is generalized and an inter- 
pretation with s-ary trees is gven. 
Remark 1.1. Let X be an arbitrary alphabet. Define a block of a word 
w E X* to be a maximal sequence of consecutive letters which are all iden- 
tical. The number of blocks of w is denoted by p(w). For example, if 
w = abbaacccbaa, then /3(w) = 6. 
The subwords of w of length 1 w ( - 1 are the /3(w) different words obtained 
by cancelling one letter in a block of w. 
Remark 1.2. If ~(u, v) denotes the Mobius function of the poset X* (see 
definition and properties in Rota [21]), then one can easily prove 
for every w E X*, ,u(A, w) = 0 iff w contains some block of 
length >2, and ,u(A, w) = (-1)‘“” in the opposite case (i.e., 
P(w) = I w 1). (3) 
Remark 1.3. For q = /Xl > 2, the poset X* is not a lattice. A simple 
counterexample is that shown in Fig. 1. 
Remark 1.4. It is known from Haines [ 161 and Julien [ 171 that every 
antichain (or set of pairwise incomparable elements) of the poset X* is finite. 
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In the theory of variable length codes these antichains have been studied by 
Shyr and Thierrin (221. They call them hypercodes. 
2. THE BIJECTION INVOLVING UP-DOWN SEQUENCES 
In this section and the following, X is the alphabet X = (r, d}. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let w=x, .-. xP be a word of X* of length p > 0. Define 
the words w,, w1 ,..., wP, w~+~ by 
and 
w. = dw, W JJ+j = wr 
(4) 
wi=x, .‘.~~-~(rd)x~+~ “‘x, for iE [p]. 
These words are distinct and are exactly the (p + 2) words of length p + 1 
having w as subword. 
The equality w,, = wi with i E [p] would imply d = x, =x, = ... = 
xi-I = r. Hence, w0 @ {w, ,..., w,}. The same property holds dually for w,, i . 
The equality wi = wj with i, j E (p], i < j, would imply d = xi+, = 
xi+* = . . . =ximl = r. Thus, the words wi ,..., wP are all distinct. A similar 
argument shows w,, f w,, , . 
The p + 2 distinct words wO, wi,..., wP, wp+, contain w as subword. 
Conversely, let w’ = yi y, .a. yp+, be a word of length p + 1 with w < w’. 
From Remark 1.1, the word w is obtained by cancelling the first letter of one 
of the blocks of w’, say yi. 
Suppose yi = d. If i = 1, then w’ = w,. If i > 2, then yi- I = r and 
w’ = wi-,. 
Suppose yi = r. If yi is located in the last block of w’, then w’ = wp+, . 
Otherwise, one can write w’ = y, . . . y,(r)” du for some k > 0 and u E Xx. In 
that case w’ = wifk. We have proved w’ E {w,,, w, ,..., w,, w,, , }. Q.E.D. 
A maximal chain y of X* of length n - 1 beginning from the empty word 
Aisachainy=(w,=A<w,<.e. < w, _, } such that each word wi, 0 < i < 
n - 1, has length i. An immediate corollary of Lemma 2.1 is 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. The number of maximal chains of X* of length n - 1 
starting from the empty word is equal to n!. 
In fact Lemma 2.1 enables us to give the following bijection between the 
set .N, of maximal chains of length n - 1 starting from the empty word and 
the set 6, of permutations of In]. 
Let y= (w,= A < w, < . . . < w, , } be a maximal chain of Yn. Define the 
sequence of permutations 6, E G,, p E In], by the induction 
u, = 1 and for p E [n - 11, if up= z, ... z,,, then up+, = 
ZI “‘Zi(P+ l)Zi+l “‘zg (resp. u,+,=(p+l)z,...z,) if w, 
is numbered i E [p] (resp. i = 0) in the process of Lemma 2.1 
giving the (p + 1) words having w,~, as subword. (5) 
We then define 
dv) = 0”. 16) 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Table 1 gives the sequence of permutations defined by (5) 
from the maximal chain y written in the left column. Here C&J) = 924753618. 
By induction it is easily checked that the map (0 is a bijection satisfying 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The map cp deJined by (5) and (6) is a bijection 
qx 5qj’,- G,. Furthermore v, maps the maximal chains of X* joining the 
empty word A to the word w (of length n - 1) onto the set ofperm*rtations of 
6, hauing w as up-down sequence. 
Remark 2.5. Proposition 2.4 is equivalent to saying that the sequence of 
permutations u,, u2 ,..., u,, defined by (5) is also defined by the condition 
u1 = 1 and for p E [n - 11, up+ I is the unique permutation 
obtained by inserting the letter p + 1 in the word u, and 
having w, as up-down sequence. (5’) 
TABLE I 
1 A 
2 d 
3 rd 
4 rdd 
5 rrdd 
6 rrdrd 
I rrddrd 
8 rrddrdr 
9 drrddrdr 
21 
231 
243 1 
24531 
245361 
2475361 
24753618 
9247536!8 
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An immediate corollary of Proposition 2.4 is 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let w # A be a word of X*. The number p(w) of 
permutations having w as up-down sequence is equal to the sum 
p(w)= 2 P(W’). 
W’<W’ 
1 I,’ 1 = , ,I’ I- I 
(7) 
1 
4 
9 
6 
9 
16 
11 
4 
d 
ii 
16 
9 
6 
9 
d 
1 
FIGURE 2. 
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The most straightforward way to calculate p(w) seems to be the formula 
stated by Viennot [24]. But if one desires to calculate the table of the p(w)‘s 
for all words w of length <n, it is better to use formula (7). This calculus is 
done in Fig. 2, representing the subposet of X* of words of length <4. 
Remark 2.7. Formula (7) can also be written in an algebraic way. 
Denote by Z(X) the algebra on Z of the free monoid X*, i.e., the algebra of 
non-commutative polynomials in two variables r and d with coefficients in h. 
Denote by 8 the derivation defined by 
B(S) 
aw = \‘ wj, 
.,T, 
(8) 
where wj is the word obtained by cancelling one letter in the jth block of 
wf A. 
Then, extending p by linearity, (7) can be written 
VW E X*\(A}, P(W) = P@W). (7’) 
3, THE BIJECTION INVOLVING ODD-EVEN HEIGHT SEQUENCES 
In this section X = (Y, d}. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let w=x, . . . xp be a word of X* of length p > 0. Define 
the words wO, w, ,..., wP, w,,, by 
w. = dw, w, =rw 
wi+ L = x1 *.. xiyxi+, .*. xp with y=r ifXi=d, iE (P], (9) 
y=d if xi=r, iE [p]. 
Then these words are distinct and are the p + 2 words of length p + 1 having 
w as subword. 
It is easy to check that the words wO, w1 ,..., wP, wP + , are distinct. Then, 
Lemma 3.1 follows from Lemma 2.1. In fact, Lemma 3.1 can be easily 
proved directly. Q.E.D. 
We define a map v/: / Hn -+ G,, by the following induction: 
Let y= (w,=A <w, < ... < w,- 1 } be a maximal chain of -Hn. Define up, 
p E [n], to be the sequence of permutations of G, satisfying the same 
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condition as (5), except replacing “the process of Lemma 2.1” by “the 
process of Lemma 3.1.” We define 
V(Y) = (Tn. (10) 
EXAMPLE 3.2. With the maximal chain y given in Table 1, we have here 
v/(y) = 925374618 as shown in Table 2. 
It is easily proved that w is a bijection I Hn -+ G,. This bijection is related 
to some considerations of Viennot [25], which we recall here. 
Let u = x, . . . x, be a word with distinct letters which are integers > I. The 
value x= xi is said to be an outstanding element of u (or left to right 
minimum) if we have 
x = xi = minfx, ,..., xi). (11) 
The sequence S, ,..., sk of outstanding elements of u is uniquely determined 
by 
fs=s,u, s,u, ..* skuk with si> 1, ui, iE [k], are words with 
all letters >si and s, > sz > ... > sk. (14 
Then we define recursively the height h,(x) of x in the word D as 
if x = si, i E [k], then h,(x) = 0, 
if x is a letter of ui, i E [k], then h(x) = 1 t hUi(x). (13) 
The odd-even height sequence of a = x, ..+ x, is the word u’ = y, ... yn-, 
of X* defined by 
for iE [n - I], yi = r if h,(xi+ ,) is odd, 
yi= d if h,(x,+l) is even. 
(14) 
TABLE II 
1 A 
2 d 
3 rd 
4 rdd 
5 rrdd 
6 rrdrd 
1 rrddrd 
8 rrddrdr 
9 drrddrdr 
21 
231 
2341 
25341 
253461 
2537461 
25374618 
925374618 
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For example, with 0 = 925374618, the sequence of the heights of the 
elements is 001122301 and the odd-even height sequence of o is 
w = drrddrdr. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The map v:.H~-+G,, defined by ( IO) is a bijection 
mapping the maximal chains y joining the empty word A to the word w (of 
length n - 1) onto the permutations of 6, having w as odd-even height 
sequence. 
Remark 3.4. Another way to formulate Proposition 3.3 is the following: 
Let up, p E In], be the sequence of permutations defined as in condition (5). 
but replacing “Lemma 2.1” by “Lemma 3.1.” Then, this sequence can be 
defined by the condition 
0, = 1 and for p E In - 1 J, u,,, is the unique permutation 
obtained by inserting the letter p + 1 in the word op and 
having w, as odd-even height sequence. (5”) 
We prove (5”) and, thus Proposition 3.3 by induction onp. This induction 
is a simple consequence of Lemma 3.1 and the following lemma, which is 
easy to prove. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let a be a permutation of 6,. If p is the first letter, then 
h,(p) is even. If not, then denoting by x the letter located just at the left of 
rhe letter p in the word u, h,(p) is even (resp. odd) ~fl h,(x) is odd 
(resp. even). Q.E.D. 
Thus, from Propositions 2.4 and 3.3 we obtain a result of 125): 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let w be a word of X*. The number p(w) of 
permutations having w as up-down sequence is equal to the number of 
permutations having w as odd-even height sequence. 
4. GENERALIZATION FOR ARBITRARY ALPHABET 
Let X be an alphabet of size s > 2, and for i > 1, af = 1 + (s - 1 )(i - I). 
Lemma 3.1 is easily generalized by 
LEMMA 4.1. Let w=x, ... xp be a word of X” of length p. For i E 
[0, p],. denote by Wi the set of words defined by 
w,= {xw,xEX) 
(15) 
wi = (x, .*.xixxi+, ... x,,xEX\(x,]\. 
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Then the sets Wi are pairwise disjoint. The words of Ui Wi are exactly the 
1+ (s- l)(p+ l)=ai+, words w’ of length p + 1 with w  ,< w’. 
Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X be an alphabet of size s > 1 and a:, i > 1, the 
sequence of integers in arithmetic progression with increment (s - 1) and 
af = 1. The number of maximal chains of X* of length n - 1 and starting 
from the empty word A is equal to n;=, a,. 
We denote by Hn(X) the set of maximal chains y of length n - 1 and 
starting from the empty word. 
We introduce now polynomials generalizing the symmetric Eulerian 
polynomials. 
Let X denote the set X = (x, ,x1 ,..., xS}. For w  E X*, the Abelian image of 
u’ is denoted by a(w) and is the monomial x:‘xf’ .e. x:5, where ai is the 
number of occurrences of the letter xi in the word w. For n > 1 and s > 1 we 
define the polynomials 
qx, 1 x, ,...) x,) = y P(W) a(w), (16) 
wcx* 
Iw’i=n-I 
where p(w) denotes the number of maximal chains y E ,.aV,(?c) joining A to w. 
It is clear that the polynomials Ci(x, ,..., x,) are symmetric in the variables 
x, ). . ., x, . For s = 2 and Ci(x,, x2) are, from Proposition 2.4, the so-called 
symmetric Eulerian polynomials. They count the number of permutations of 
6, having k rises (a(i) < o(i + I), iE [n - I]) and n-k - 1 descents 
(u(i) > a(i + l), i E [n - 1 1). The exponential generating function is given by 
Carlitz [ 1 1: 
(17) 
Denote 
From Lemma 4.1 a simple recurrence can be given for these coefficients, 
A:,,,...,aS = + (1 + a, + 
,% 
.** + ai-1 + aitl + **. + a,)AL ,,.... a)I -,,....a 5 (19) 
with initial condition A;....+, = 1. 
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Now define the polynomials in one variable as 
BS,(x) = qx, x ,...) x, 1). 
The coefficient B”,,k of x k-’ in B:(x), satisfies the recurrence 
(20) 
B:.k = kB;-l,k + ((S- l)(n- 1)-k+2)Bs,-l,k+, (1 <k<n) 
(21) 
B;,, = 1 (n> 1) and B;,k = 0 if k66 [nl. 
For s = 2, these numbers are the well known Eulerian numbers. For s = 3, 
the polynomials B:(x) are polynomials introduced by Carlitz (2,4] and 
Riordan [20]. A combinatorial interpretation is given by Gessel and Stanley 
1151 using the so-called Stirling polynomials. The general case B:(x) is also 
introduced and interpreted in [ 14, 151. (They call BS,(x) what we call 
BS,+ l(x).) 
We now give another way to define the symmetric polynomials 
Cs,(Xj ,*.., x,). 
5. THE FOULKES INDEX 
Let y= (w,=A <w, < +.. < w,-, } be a maximal chain of Yfl(x). The 
trace of y is the word of length n - 1 of X *, denoted by Tr(y) and defined by 
Tr(y)= t, t, ... fn-,, where for i E [n - l], ti is the letter 
which must be cancelled from wi in order to obtain wi-, . (22) 
Let w = x,x2 . . . x, be a word of X*. Denote the index 
Fe(w) = fl f(Xi)3 (23) 
i-l 
where, for i E [n], f(xJ is the number of occurrences of letters .Y # xi in the 
word x,x* ... xi-,, increased by one. For example 
w=aabcaacba 
f(xi)=l 13433675 and Fe(w) = 22680. 
We call Fe(w) the Foulkes index of the word w. The reason will be clear 
below. An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1 is 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let w be a word of length n of X*. The number of 
maximal chains y of. &(X) such that Tr(y) = w is equal to the Foulkes index 
Fe(w) of the word w. 
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Fe(w) = 384 
wzddrdrrd 
FIGURE 3. 
COROLLARY 5.2. The symmetric polynomials Cf,(x, ,..., x,) defined bv 
(16) are equal to 
Cs,(x, ,..., XJ = y Fo(ul) u(w). (24) 
WE.YL 
OI‘I-n-1 
If s = 2, then we obtain a result of Foulkes [ 10, 13) relating the Eulerian 
numbers with labelled paths in the plane. If X = {r, d}, every word MI of 
length n - 1 is in bijection with a path in the plane. A letter r holds for a 
vertical step and a letter d for a horizontal step, as displayed in Fig. 3. 
The index Fe(w), here, is the product of the distance of each horizontal 
(resp. vertical) step from the axis of the x’s (resp. axis of $s). Geometric 
interpretation of the Foulkes index of a word of X* with /XI= s can 
similarly be given with paths in s-dimensional space. 
We give in Table 3 the symmetric polynomials Cz(x,, x2, x,) for n < 6. 
Carlitz has shown ]5] that the q-analog of the Eulerian numbers related to 
TABLE III 
n (a,.%,4 An,.n?."i 11 (n,.%.u,) A,,,“,,“, 
I (0.0.0) 1 
2 (l,O,O) I 
3 (2.0.0) I 
(1, 1.0) 4 
(3,0,0) 1 
4 (2, I,O) 11 
(1% 1, 1) 36 
(4.0.0) I 
5 (3, 1.0) 26 
(2.2.0) 66 
(2. 1. 1) 196 
(5.0.0) 1 
(4. 1.0) 57 
6 (3.2,O) 302 
(3. 1. I) 848 
(2.2, I) 1898 
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the so-called major index can also be defined by taking the product of the q- 
analogs of the labels of the Foulkes interpretation. This theory can be 
generalized using Corollary 4.4, and leads to q-analogs of the polynomials 
qx, ,..., x,,) and B:(x). 
6. INTERPRETATION WITH S-ARY TREES 
We end this paper by giving another interpretation of the symmetric 
polynomials Ci(x, ,..., x,) in terms of s-ary trees. 
Let s > 1. An s-ary tournament (called also s-ary increasing tree) is an s- 
ary tree whose non-empty vertices are the numbers 1,2,..., n, and such that 
every vertex is greater than its non-empty sons. We denote by J”, the set of 
such s-ary tournaments. An example with s = 3 and n = 5 is displayed in 
Fig. 4 (where the non-empty vertices have been labelled according to 
Remark 6.2). 
Note that in an s-ary tree each non-empty vertex has s (possibly empty) 
sons and that these sons are totally ordered (from left to right). It is easily 
shown by recurrence that the number of empty sons in an s-ary tree t E JL is 
4+l = 1 + (s - 1)~ Hence, the cardinality of 3”, is the product ny_. 1 a,;. In 
the case s = 2, this number is n!. A bijection between permutations and 
binary tournaments has been defined by Foata and Schiitzenberger 161, in 
connection with geometric theory of Euler numbers 17,8], and studied in 
detail by Francon [ 111, Francon et al. [ 121 and Viennot (231, with 
background from representations of data structures in computer science. This 
bijection is generalized for any s by Gessel ] 141 involving the so-called 
(s - 1 )-permutations (where the 2-permutations are the “Stirling 
permutations” of [ 15 ] ). 
1/////1---.--\\ 
A\ 
b 
a 4 5 
A\ 
C b C 
/A 
b 
A 
a C a b C 
FIGUIW 4. 
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For t an s-ary tree, define a vertex x to be an i-uertex if x is the ith son of 
a (non-empty) vertex. We introduce the polynomials (which are obviously 
symmetric) 
where ai is the number of non-empty i-vertices (i = I,..., s). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. The symmetric polynomials Cf,(x, ,..., x,) deJned b? 
(16) or (24) are identical to the polynomials defined by (25). 
Let tEzi+). The tournament t is obtained by “inserting” n + 1 on the 
empty vertices of an s-ary tournament t’ E 3:. If n + 1 is aj-vertex, then we 
have 
q(t) = c$(t’) + 6, for i E [qj (Kronecker symbol). (26) 
By recurrence on n, this relation proves that the coefficients of the 
polynomials (25) satisfy relation (19). Q.E.D. 
Remark 6.2. A geometric proof (i.e., using a bijection) can also be 
given. Let X = {x, ,..., x,}. Define .i-‘,(X) as to be the set of all sequences y = 
(W , 1.e.3 w,,} of words of X* such that w, =x, ..a x, and for any i= 
1 ,..., n - 1. wi+, is obtained from wi by replacing one of its letters by w, . Let 
t E 3:. We totally order the vertices in prefix order (the sons are after their 
father, the ith son is before the (i + 1)th). Then, we label the empty i- 
vertices by xi, i E [s], and define w(t) E X* to be the sequence of labels 
when one reads the empty vertices in prefix order. For k E [n], denote by t, 
the “restriction” of the tournament t to [k]. Then, we define /3(t) = 
{W,),..., w(t,J}. For example, the sequence O(t) corresponding to the tour- 
nament of Fig. 4 is (abc, ababc, abcbabc, aabccbabc, aabccbabcbc}. The map 
B is a bijection 19: 3: -+ .P&%‘). Now the reader will inductively define a 
bijection p: .7&Y) -+ Hn(X), such that the number of .yi’s in the kth word of a 
chain y of .9,(X) corresponds to the number of different ways to insert the 
letter xi in the (k + 1)th word of p(y) according to (15). Thus, for iE Is], the 
number of occurrences of the letter xi in the last word of p(O(t)) is the 
number of i-vertices of the s-ary tournament f. 
Remark 6.3. In the case s = 2, the bijection p will be defined by 
cancelling the first and last letter of each word of the chain y E <U,(X). Using 
the bijection ~1:. aY,(X) -+ 6, we thus obtain a bijection between binary tour- 
naments and permutations. This bijection is nothing but the correspondence 
of [6, 11, 12,231. 
Note added in prooJ The symmetric polynomials Ci(x,, x1, x3) have also been introduced 
by D. Dumont (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 28 (1980), 307-320). 
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